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Sample size

No sample size calculation was performed prior to experiments. In general, samples were collected on three different measurement days for
all relevant data to achieve sample sizes of about n=10. Each sample accumulates distance data of minimum several hundred independent
protein interdistance measurements in one to three different regions of interest within a given cell resulting in thousands of independent
interdistance measurements per sample. If sample size was in the range of n=10, statistical tests such as two sample t-tests were performed
to depict tendencies. Backup control experiments were partly measured only once to verify tendencies. The three color superresolved data
accumulation was performed once only, standard statistical analyses therefore not performed. However, the accumulated tupled
interdistance data were statistically analysed using 2D Kolmogorov-Smirnov test in combination with custom written bootstrapping analysis to
verify 2d-statistical differences.

Data exclusions

Data was excluded if NeNa calculation of the sample image was >25 nm. Data were also excluded if faulty imaging conditions (e.g. unstable
imager concentration, image alignment errors, or protein expression artefacts) were detected that induced error-prone DBSCAN and thereby
false protein interdistance results.

Replication

All relevant experiments were replicated at three different experimental days using newly generated samples. The three-color superresolved
data were not replicated on separate experimental days as the data were analysed on the basis of protein interdistance tuples; the 2d
distribution of thousands of independent interdistance measurements (data pool n>30.000 tuples) was validated by 2d statistical analysis and
bootstrapping.
All replication attempts were successful.

Randomization

Samples were measured batch after batch to ensure equivalent measurement properties within the sample batch. Randomization was not
relevant for this study except for the bootstrapping analysis. Here n=1000 data tuples out of complete data sets (n>30000) were randomly
sampled (repetition number =1000) and statistically compared using custom written two sided 2D Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.

Blinding

Blinding of investigators was not relevant and necessary for this study as data generation could not be performed selectively due to the
necessity of image data reconstruction after data generation.
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Antibodies
rat anti-Integrin !1 [9EG7] (BD Pharmingen, 550531)
GFP Nanobody (NanoTag, Clone 1B2, unconjugated, 0303)

Validation

rat anti-Integrin !1 [Clone 9EG7], pruified rat anti-mouse CD29 (BD Pharmingen, 550531, after conjugation diluted 1:200)
immunogen: mouse endothelial cell line
reactivity: QC testing mouse
applications: Flow cytometry (Routinely Tested), Immunohistochemistry-frozen, Immunohistochemistry-zinc-fixed (Tested During
Development), Immunohistochemistry-formalin (antigen retrieval required) (Not Recommended)
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